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Focus on Infrastructure First. 

The Oakham Fire Station is situated in an area with difficult access because of traffic lights, railway 

crossings and very small roads. The Fire Station should be relocated on the Bypass possibly at the 

mixed-use area designated in green on the neighbourhood plan map, this would allow quick access 

to all parts of The County.   The vacated land to be used as retirement apartments and an extension 

to the existing Brooke Road car park. 

The Ambulance Station is also in a restricted area and close to the main level crossing. This again 

should be moved to the same mixed-use area to allow quick access to all parts of The County. The 

vacated land could be used for apartments with the attraction that they would be close to the 

railway station. 

The Police Vehicle Station also has the same restrictions and should also be moved to the same 

mixed-use area. 

The above would also allow close cooperation between the above services allowing future 

reductions in running costs. 

The Rutland County Council should also be moved to the same mixed use area which is on the 

current bus route to the “Co-Op”.  Apart from solving the existing Council parking problems, the 

vacated facility should be considered as a development for apartments and shops. The facility being 

managed by a “development company” this could include apartments, major chain shops and 

entertainment facilities.  

---------------------------------------------------- 

Address Road Layout and the level crossing before any further development. 

Major opportunities have been lost to overcome the major restrictions caused by the level crossings 

in part by location of new houses and schools. Before any further development takes place, a 

detailed analysis needs to be carried out on how the “level crossing problem” can be overcome. Any 

further increase in population together with the increase in rail traffic can only make the situation 

worse.  

The very large area marked in red as a possible residential site to the South of Oakham traversing 

the railway line and bounded by Uppingham Road and Brooke Road will require a railway bridge to 

give access to the Brooke Road side of this development. If this is not carried out there will be a 

major congestion on both sides of the Brooke Road Level crossing.  The Uppingham Road junction 

with the Bypass needs to be converted in to a Traffic Island and from this junction a road built 

towards Brooke Road with a bridge traversing the railway line. This will allow access from the Brook 

Road side of the development as well as relieving congestion around the Brooke Road crossing for 

existing residents.  

The housing developments proposed along Braunston Road and Cold Overton Road should not be 

carried out until the problem of the B640 level crossing is addressed as the developments will only 

add to the existing major congestion problem.  A Link road between the Main Road at Barleythorpe 

and Braunston Road should be considered, approximately where the proposed residential area 

marked in red at Barleythorpe on the Main Road and the proposed residential area marked in red on 



the Cold Overton Road. A Further extension to this link road should also be considered between Cold 

Overton Road and Braunston Road.  

 

Only when the above is addressed can a future vision of Oakham and the inclusion of facilities 

demanded by an increasing population such as a new Health Centre and recreational facilities 

including a swimming pool be placed in the most convenient place for residents.  

Pedestrian access and Transport Issues. 

With expansion, pedestrian access and transport will need to be addressed. It is likely over the next 

20 years there will be a change to pollution free public transport and small electric vehicles and self-

drive transport. This will need to be encouraged and with the right approach costly large car parks 

including multi storey will not be required leaving the opportunity for small “park and ride” car parks 

on the Bypass and pedestrianisation of the High Street. 

 

 

The High Street currently relies on the custom created by the short-term parking of vehicles in the 

High Street. If pedestrianisation took place before the infrastructure is addressed, then Cars will 

move to the “Free” Tesco Car Park which will add already to the problems at this car park as it not 

used currently by Tesco shoppers alone.  

 

The current railway parking needs to be addressed on both sides of the crossing it is discouraging the 

use of this valuable public transport facility and is encouraging the use of long term parking by 

travellers in local residential areas.  On the Melton road side of the crossing an approach to British 

Rail should be made to change the existing maintenance yard to a car parking facility.   

 

 

 


